
 

Top 5 Steps to Land into a Successful Tree 
Surgeon Job 
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Tree surgeon jobs are on a rise and in demand these days. People in London are getting 
more concerned about the environment and trees, and therefore, they eventually look for a 
tree surgeon.  
Because of these rising demands, more and more people are choosing to become a tree 
surgeon. Are you willing to become a tree surgeon in London but don't know the major 
steps? Don't worry, as this article has covered it all. 
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Steps to become a tree surgeon  
The five crucial steps to follow to become a tree surgeon are: 
 

1. Relevant qualifications and skills 

 
The first important thing to do to become a tree surgeon is to learn the skills required 
for tree surgery in London. There are many colleges and institutes that provide the 
needed training and certificate or Diploma courses on forestry and arboriculture.  

 

2. Volunteering 

 
Volunteer in the various conservation programs and organisations for trees and the 
environment. By volunteering, you will not only gain experience, but you can also be 
sure if you want to do this or not. Moreover, if you perform great in your volunteering 
work, the chances are that you might get selected as a forever employee in that 
organisation. 

 

3. Fitness 

 
Tree surgery requires a lot of physical activities and strength. A person needs to be 
physically fit and have a lot of power to become a tree surgeon successfully. So, make 
sure you do not have health problems such as fatigue and other forms of weaknesses 
before you decide to become a tree surgeon. 

 

4. No fear of heights 

 
You need to be fearless of heights to become a tree surgeon as these jobs require 
climbing on tall trees in order to treat them. And if you cannot tolerate much height and 
have a fear of it, then this job is most likely not made for you. 

 

5. Reach all Job Providers 

 
There are several Job providers of tree surgeons in London. All you have to do is 
reach out to them with just one click on the internet. Try to receive up to five quotes for 
your job and make sure to always compare the ratings and reviews. 

 

Some Final Words 

 
Becoming a tree surgeon is not that easy, and it is essential to follow all these five crucial 
steps to achieve this goal fast and successfully! 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Reasons to Avoid DIY Tree Surgery  
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One may think that treating trees is easy, but that is not the case. Trees too require special 
care to have a healthy and long life-span. And it is always crucial to hire a tree surgeon in 
London and not do the treatment yourself. 
 
Doing the treatment for trees yourself can be harmful to the trees as such things require expert 
help, knowledge, and skills, and if one thing goes wrong, then the tree will have to face the 
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consequences. If you still are not sure about why you should hire a tree surgeon, stay tuned, 
and find out. 

Why should you avoid DIY tree surgery?  

 
Some of the most fundamental reasons why you must avoid DIY tree surgery in London are 
:  
 

1. Harmful for your tree 

 
You may not realise it, but you can cause trouble when you try to do the tree surgery 
on your own. Trees require skills to grow in a proper direction, and without those skills, 
you can turn your tree into a mess, or worse, the tree may fall because of a lack of 
skills. 

 

2. Dangerous for you 

 
Imagine a tree falling over you or you falling from a tree. Sounds scary, doesn't it? 
Well, chances of situations like these to occur increases when you try to take things in 
your hand and do the tree surgery on your own. Moreover, it is difficult for a non-skilled 
person to recognise rotting wood, which is riskier and breaks easily and therefore 
creates more danger. 

 
Therefore, in order to stay safe, always avoid managing the tree surgery on your own 
and, instead, look for people working in tree surgeon jobs. 

 

3. Potential Injuries 

 
Tools and equipment used for tree surgery are risky and sharp. There are high chances 
of you getting hurt from them as these tools need professional hands to work. Wood 
chippers, cranes, chainsaw mechanism, are some of the dangerous and tricky tools 
used for tree surgery in London and can cause troubles when tried by non-skilled 
people. 

 

4. Power Lines 

 
Power lines are spread everywhere, even in the woods. You can get electrocuted even 
if you lose concentration for even a second. It adds to another significant reason why 
you must avoid DIY tree surgery and prevent such kind of risks. 

 

Final Note 

 



These were the primary reasons explaining why you must avoid DIY tree surgery if you want 
your, as well as your trees' safety. 
 


